Join Our Studio
(Position)

Mid-Level Experienced Graduate or
Practising Architect
About us
Decibel Architecture is an international award-winning practice with a culture
that is deeply considered, clearly articulated and constructed around our
values – to be ethical, ecological and exceptional.
We work on a wide range of projects, from chandeliers to cities, across a variety
of sectors including retail, residential, urban planning, cultural, industrial,
recreational, tourism and sustainable design. The projects range from small
filigree carbon fibre structures, to national forest eco-resorts, and multi-milliondollar cultural institutions across Australia and overseas.
We have a deep commitment to process and continuous improvement,
encouraging the team to learn and grow together and ensure we are all able
to do our best work. We are committed to experimentation, exploration and
excellence in our work, and to testing new ways of seeing and making.
The role
The role available is for an experienced mid-level graduate or practising
architect who can work on a project from concept design through to
completion. The successful candidate will be heavily involved in design,
working closely with the Director and on occasions leading a small team. We
are hunting for a committed, energetic and sophisticated design and delivery
thinker, who will bring agency and leadership in design, quality and practice
within our studio. The candidate will be challenged in all aspects of the role
and will also be provided with growth and learning opportunities whilst
becoming an integral part of the dB(A))) legacy.
Requirements:
•
strong design sense and passion for outputs and outcomes
•
ability to analyse and critically assess problems
•
excellent interpersonal and communication skills
•
self-directed, able to manage workflows, drawings and documents
•
able to guide others, report on progress and plan tasks
•
Revit 2020 documentation experience and competency
•
Rhino 6 advanced
•
Adobe Creative Suite advanced
•
minimum 4 years’ experience
•
experience in hotels and high rise advantageous
•
registered architect favourable
•
practising from overseas, or local Australian registration considered
•
unrestricted working visa required
We are happy to discuss flexible working arrangements. Salary and reward are
negotiable and will be commensurate with securing the right candidate.
Please do your homework and have a clear understanding of our practice and
why you think we need you – we are outside the box and seeking similar!
Apply:
Send CV, Portfolio and Cover Letter (must be under 10MB) to work@db-a.co
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